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IMPORTANCE Burnout negatively affects physician health, productivity, and patient care. Its

prevalence is high among physicians, especially those in primary care, yet few qualitative

studies of burnout have been performed that engage frontline primary care practitioners

(PCPs) for their perspectives.

OBJECTIVE To identify factors contributing to burnout and low professional fulfillment,

as well as potential solutions, by eliciting the views of PCPs.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS For this qualitative study, focus group discussions and

interviews were conducted between February 1 and April 30, 2018, among 26 PCPs

(physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants) at a US academic medical center

with a network of 15 primary care clinics. Participants were asked about factors contributing

to burnout and barriers to professional fulfillment as well as potential solutions related to

workplace culture and efficiency, work-life balance, and resilience.

MAIN OUTCOMES ANDMEASURES Perceptions of the factors contributing to burnout and low

professional fulfillment as well as potential solutions.

RESULTS A total of 26 PCPs (21 physicians, 3 nurse practitioners, and 2 physician assistants;

21 [81%] women) from 10 primary care clinics participated. They had amean (SD) of 19.4 (9.5)

years of clinical experience. Six common themes emerged from PCPs’ experiences with

burnout: 3 external contributing factors and 3 internal manifestations. Participants described

their workloads as excessively heavy, increasingly involving less “doctor” work andmore

“office” work, and reflecting unreasonable expectations. They felt demoralized by work

conditions, undervalued by local institutions and the health care system, and conflicted in

their daily work. Participants conveyed a sense of professional dissonance, or discomfort

fromworking in a system that seems to hold values counter to their values as clinicians.

They suggested potential solutions clustered around 8 themes: managing the workload,

caring for PCPs as multidimensional human beings, disconnecting fromwork, recalibrating

expectations and reimbursement levels, promoting PCPs’ voice, supporting professionalism,

fostering community, and advocating reforms beyond the institution.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In sharing their perspectives on factors contributing to

burnout, frontline PCPs interviewed during this study described dissonance between their

professional values and the realities of primary care practice, an authority-responsibility

mismatch, and a sense of undervaluation. Practitioners also identified possible solutions

institutions might consider investing in to resolve professional dissonance, reduce burnout

rates, and improve professional fulfillment.
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B
urnout—commonly defined as a work-related

syndrome characterized by emotional exhaustion,

depersonalization, and a sense of reduced

accomplishment1,2—negatively affects physicians’ health and

productivity as well as patient care.3-5 Several studies have

estimated burnout rates at 50% or greater among US physi-

cians, with even higher rates estimated among primary care

physicians.6-9 Left unaddressed, high burnout rates in medi-

cine threaten the long-term health of the profession.

In attempting to identifyunderlying contributors toburn-

out, cross-sectional studies of physicians have found inde-

pendent relationships between burnout and individual fac-

tors, such as sex and age, aswell aswork-related factors, such

as hours and clerical burden.3Although potentially pertinent

factors such as career stage and specialty have been exam-

ined inprevious studies, primary care–specific factors and so-

lutions are less well understood. In contrast to survey-based

studies and editorials, there are a limited number of qualita-

tive studies of burnout that focus exclusively on US primary

careandengage frontlineclinicians toprovide their variedper-

spectives; most qualitative studies have been based in other

countries or included specialist physicians.10-12

In this study,weconductedfocusgroupdiscussionsamong

primarycarepractitioners (PCPs) toelicit their viewsabout the

factors contributing to burnout and low professional fulfill-

ment as well as their recommendations for potential solu-

tions.Ourgoalwas toachieveagreaterunderstandingofburn-

out from the perspective of frontline PCPs that could help

inform future individual, organizational, and system-level

interventions and investments.

Methods

Setting, Participants, and Study Design

In this qualitative study, we conducted focus groups and in-

terviews at Brigham Health, a large multispecialty academic

medical center with 15 primary care internalmedicine clinics

located in urban and suburban areas of eastern Massachu-

setts. Potential participantswere identified fromamaster list-

serv and recruited via email invitation sent to the division’s

189 PCPs (physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician as-

sistants).

Participants provided written informed consent and at-

tended 1-hour sessions inpersonor bywebconference. Lunch

wasoffered,but attendees receivednoother compensation for

theirparticipation.Therewere4 focusgroupdiscussions, each

including from 3 to 11 participants, and 2 in-person interview

sessions.All focusgroupdiscussionsand interviewswere con-

ductedbetweenFebruary 1andApril 30,2018.Thisprojectwas

undertaken as a quality improvement initiative at Brigham

Health and, as such,was not formally supervised by the insti-

tutional review board per their policies.

InterviewGuide

The interviewguidewasdevelopedusing information fromthe

literature on burnout as well as a conceptual model and sur-

veymaterial fromtheStanfordUniversityWellMDCenter.13The

guide (eAppendix in the Supplement) included open-ended

questions on causes of burnout, barriers to professional ful-

fillment, and potential solutions. For consistency with prior

workonphysicianwell-being,wedistinguishedbetweenburn-

out andprofessional fulfillment,which arenegative andposi-

tivepotential sequelae, respectively,ofwork-relatedstress.14-16

Therewere additional questions aboutworkplace culture and

efficiency, work-life balance, and resilience. Because our in-

stitutionseparately collectedandhasbeen responding to feed-

backon theusability of the electronichealth record (EHR) sys-

tem, we did not focus on EHR-specific issues.

Qualitative Analysis

A practicing primary care physician (E.P. or K.M.S.) moder-

atedall sessions, followingasemistructured format.Therewas

at least 1 observer ineach session.Weoffered focusgroupsand

interviews until adequate saturation was reached for the-

matic content analysis. All sessionswere recorded, and the re-

cordings were deidentified and transcribed.

Two of us (S.D.A. and K.M.S.), both primary care physi-

cians, reviewed the transcripts, independently coded thedata,

and produced a list of themes and subthemes following a

grounded theory approach.17 Researchers used Word and

Excel, version 16.0 (Microsoft Corp), for managing the

data. The preliminary themes were reviewed by the entire

research team, which included 1 qualitative research expert

(R.R.) and3primary carephysicians (S.D.A., E.P., andK.M.S.).

The 2 coders then iteratively compared and clarified themes,

reconciled any discrepancies with a third investigator (R.R.),

and produced a final set of themes.

Results

A total of 26 PCPs (21 physicians, 3 nurse practitioners, and

2physicianassistants; 21 [81%]women) from10affiliatedprac-

tices participated in at least 1 of the 4 focus group discussions

or at least 1 of 2 interview sessions (Table). The participants

had amean (SD) of 19.4 (9.5) years of clinical experience. The

compositionof the focusgroupswas similar to thatof theover-

all primary care divisionwith regard to sex, clinical time, and

Key Points

Question What are the contributors to high burnout and low

professional fulfillment among primary care practitioners?

Findings In this qualitative study of burnout involving 26

participants, frontline primary care practitioners expressed a sense

of professional dissonance, or discomfort fromworking in a

system that seems to hold values counter to their own as

clinicians. Factors theymentioned that may bemore specific to

primary care practitioners included an authority-responsibility

mismatch and feeling undervalued.

Meaning In this study, primary care practitioners identified many

contributors to burnout and low professional fulfillment but also

suggested possible solutions in which institutions may want to

invest to resolve dissonance, reduce burnout rates, and improve

professional fulfillment in primary care.
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experience. All participants conveyed some degree of burn-

outor lackofprofessional fulfillment, and6qualitative themes

emerged—3external factors and3 internalmanifestations.The

PCPs expressedageneral senseof professional dissonancebe-

tween their values as clinicians and the values of the system

in which they were working (Figure). Participants then dis-

cussed potential solutions for addressing burnout (Box).

External Contributors to Burnout

and Low Professional Fulfillment

Quantity ofWork

Allparticipantsmentionedthesheerquantityofwork.OnePCP

commented, “Everyday, I startwithapileofwork that is insur-

mountable.”Theworkloadwasvariouslydescribedas“unreal-

istic,” “overwhelming,” and“undoable.”A fewparticipantsde-

scribedan increasingworkload(“ateverymeeting,weareasked

somethingnewtodo”),andseveralparticipantsnotedthatwork

“bleeds into the time you should be enjoying yourself.”

Content ofWork

Allparticipantsexpresseddissatisfactionthat their jobsseemed

to involve less “doctor” work and increasingly more “office”

work. Examples of officework included charting for billing or

population health documentation purposes, fielding elec-

tronic messages and telephone calls, and processing paper-

work.Participantshighlighted2keyaspectsofofficework that

made itparticularlydissatisfying.First, itwas incongruouswith

their training and qualifications: “Increasingly what we do is

manage a lot of data and numbers and processes, and we get

further away from taking care of people and diagnosing dis-

eases and the stuff I went to medical school for.” Second, the

officeworkwasunnecessarilycomplexor inefficient: “Asimple

task took me over an hour to do.” Several lamented the mul-

tiple “back-and-forths”needed toget anythingdone,whether

dealing with staff, pharmacies, or insurance companies.

Responsibility-AuthorityMismatch

Manyparticipants described the scope of their responsibilities

incaring forpatientsaseverenlargingwhile theirauthorityover

theirworkwasdecreasing.Feeling“dumpedon”bythesystem,

manymentioned that their specialist colleagues routinely left

drugrefills,priorauthorizations, test results,andworkupstothe

PCPs. Others described howpatients whowere unable to con-

tact other departments would “turn to [the PCP] for their last

chancetoget thingsdone.”Severalbroughtuprequests theyhad

receivedfrompatientsoutsideofofficevisits:“There’sanincreas-

ingneedandemphasis around instantly responding to things,”

aPCPcommented;another said,“Somepatientsact likeyouare

their instantmessage buddy.” Additional examples pointed to

unrealisticexpectationsonthepartofotherclinical staffandthe

emergencydepartment,whowere reported often to default to

the statement “That has to be done by the PCP.”

Several participants described a lack of “boundaries…in

terms of what we own and what we don’t own.” One partici-

pant said, “We are a giant funnel, and we take everyone in”;

another said, “Everyone else is defining us.” As one partici-

pant summarized the situation, “Thependulumhas swung so

far onpatient satisfaction andpatient expectation that noone

has thought about the repercussions on [PCPs] and their abil-

ity tohandlewhat is expectedof them.”Despitehighandgrow-

ing levels of responsibility, participants felt that they lacked

the resources to handle all those demands and/or the ability

topushback: “There isnoway toput limitsor saynoand really

demand that we get treated better.”

Internal Manifestations

Demoralization

Participants described how external factors contributing to

burnout also were manifested internally: “It’s demoralizing

whenyouneverhavea sensation that your job is actually com-

pleted for theday.” Participants highlighted several aspects of

practice that contributed to their feeling demoralized about

work conditions. Specifically,many participants commented

onhow, increasingly, “thebusinesspartofourprofession looks

more important than themedicalpart.”Asoneparticipant said,

“It just feels like it’s all about themoney.…It sacrifices themo-

rale of thepeople.” Furthermore, several participants felt that

the lack of responsiveness to the needs of PCPs, such as the

need for adequate EHR support, contributed to the subopti-

malwork conditions. A fewparticipants also felt burdenedby

seeminglypunitive rules, including time requirements for fin-

ishing notes, and by linkage between salaries and population

health metrics. One remarked, “You are being punished for

something that is completely out of your control.”

Undervaluation

Another commonfeelingwas thatofbeingundervaluedby the

local institutionand thebroaderhealthcare system.Manypar-

ticipants said their salariesdidnot accurately reflect theirdaily

work: “I’mdoinganawful lotmorework that isnotbeing com-

pensated.” Some participants highlighted the distinction be-

tweencognitiveandproceduralwork:“Our toolsareourbrains;

but because that is somuchmore nebulous than a procedure,

it is not as respectedorpreserved.” Several participantsnoted,

“The currentway [the job] is funded andpaid for is not in line

with the values of taking care of patients.”

Participants noted at least 3 other factors that fueled the

perception of being undervalued: lack of boundaries in terms

Table. Characteristics of Primary Care Practitioners in the Study

and the Division Population

Characteristics

Participants in Focus
Groups and Interviews
(n = 26)

Entire Primary
Care Division
(N = 189)

Sex, No. (%)

Male 5 (19) 61 (32)

Female 21 (81) 128 (68)

Experience, mean (SD), y 19.4 (9.5) 19.5 (10.8)

Time at current practice,
mean (SD), y

8.8 (6.5) 8.9 (7.5)

Clinical time, in full-time
equivalents, mean (SD)

0.7 (0.2) 0.6 (0.3)

Physicians, No. (%) 21 (81) 160 (85)

Practice setting, No. (%)

Hospital 2 (8) 70 (37)

Community clinic 24 (92) 119 (63)
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of responsibilities, insufficient communication with leader-

ship and specialists, and inadequate acknowledgment of the

difficulties of primary care.

Internal Conflict

ManyPCPs offered examples of recurring dilemmas that gave

rise to internal conflict in their dailywork: typingwhile in the

examining room (to avoid drowning in notes later) vs giving

patients their undivided attention; doing “what’s right for the

patient” vs “having to bill or see X number of patients”; and

wanting to take a lunch break or stay abreast of the medical

literature but not having any time to do so. Others described

conflict between their responsibilities at home and at work.

Overall, participants said that inmoments of conflict they re-

lied on their sense of professionalism to preserve excellence

in patient care, but they expressed concern for the future:

“I think we are doing a good job, but that is being held up by

people’s strong sense of professionalism.… My fear is that if

that is all it rests upon, then it will all collapse at some point.”

Potential Solutions

Managing theWorkload

Participantsunanimouslyagreed thatworkload reductionwas

needed and could be achieved by off-loadingwork and elimi-

nating inefficiencies. TheEHR in-basketwas identified as one

important area for improvement, suggesting a need for spe-

cialized workflows to address the constant influx of mes-

sages, results, refills, and other requests. One participant de-

scribed this wish: “Life would be wonderful if there was a

full-timeassistantwhosatnext tome, sharedmypatientpanel

withme, and helped with all the phone calls, emails, results,

triage, and prescription refills.”

Participantshad several recommendations to improve the

state of current initiatives. First, hiring more support staff

should not be viewed as a zero-sum game. (In the words of

1 participant, “Anything we use, like a scribe, we have to pay

for ourselves by increasing the number of patients we see.”)

Second, nursing and support staff should be trained to work

independently,without requiringconstantdelegationof tasks,

whichwas “actually notmore help, butmorework in a differ-

ent way.” Third, a few participants who discussed setbacks

causedby staff turnover recommended that staff retentionbe

given higher priority.

Caring for PCPs asMultidimensional Human Beings

Several participants discussed a desire for leadership to fos-

ter a cultural shift within the institution that would lead to

recognition of PCPs as multidimensional human beings. For

example, they wanted flexible work schedules and family-

friendly policies that would make it easier to balance family

andwork.Oneparticipant said, “This jobdoesnot seemtosup-

port any kindof ability to [take care of familymembers], such

as [taking timeoff] tobeat their doctors' appointmentsor run-

ning home for an emergency.”

Disconnecting FromWork

Mostparticipantsstressedtheneedfor initiativesallowingPCPs

to disconnect fromwork after hours and during vacation and

sick days. They described current coverage policies as inad-

equate because they burdened other PCPs and resulted in a

buildupofwork for the absentee.As oneparticipant said, “We

have to have a systemwhere a person can go onvacation, for-

get work, and not worry about what’s going to happen [when

they get back] on Monday.”

Recalibrating Expectations and Reimbursement

Many participants thought the expectations of a full-time

equivalent PCPwere in need of recalibration tomore realistic

andsustainable levels.Asoneparticipantput it, “The idea that

a full-time job for primary care is 8 sessions is sort of in-

sane.…Currently, the amount ofwork that requires is unreal-

istic if you don’t want towork 80 hours per week.”Many par-

ticipants discussed a related theme, the reimbursement

structure, saying that it should better reflect the changing

Figure. Professional Dissonance

Values of the profession Values of the system

Caring for and forming relationships with patients Addressing productivity demands

Staying abreast of the literature Staying abreast of regulations, billing, and EHR updates

Using critical thinking skills Checking boxes to fulfill metrics

Working at the top of one’s license and training Dealing with inefficiencies and clerical tasks

Exercising autonomy Being managed by others (managerialism)

Interpreting medicine as an art and science Experiencing medicine as a business

Conflict

Psychological 
discomfort

Stress

Tension between professional values

(left) and system values (right) can

produce psychological discomfort,

conflict, and stress. EHR indicates

electronic health record.
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nature of primary care: “Thework [we] do outside of seeing a

patient should be compensated.”

Promoting PCPs’ Voice

Most participants expressed a desire for improved communi-

cation with specialist colleagues and institutional leaders.

They wanted to participate in deciding the boundaries of

their jobs and to have avenues for conveying those boundar-

ies to specialists, staff, and patients. Several voiced a wish

for “greater accountability from other parts of the hospital or

departments for what they do, so it doesn’t always funnel

back to us.” Participants believed that leadership had an

important role in promoting the PCPs’ voice by fostering

bottom-up management in which frontline PCPs would

actively participate in decisions affecting their salaries and

daily work.

Supporting Professionalism

Manyparticipantsdescribedhowtheirhighworkloadscrowded

out activities they perceived as critical to their professional

identityandhigh-qualitypatientcare.Forexample,manyPCPs

spoke of staying abreast of the literature: “Anyonewho is do-

ing that is doing it at home,during their free timeor before go-

ing to bed, and that’s not the time we should be doing things

that are absolutely essential to our job.” Several participants

noted that constant busyness precluded the ability to pursue

other academic interests or focus on career development.

Oneparticipant, highlighting other aspects of profession-

alism, voiced a desire to be “allowed to judge what is impor-

tant to [the patient]” rather than “checking boxes and mak-

ing sure I’m ordering every test that is required even though

it may not be clinically correct for the patient.” Another said,

“Tome, professional fulfillment is having good relationships

with patients and coworkers. [We need to eliminate] those

kinds of things that interfere with relationships.”

Fostering Community

Participants uniformly agreed that personal training in resil-

ience was not something they needed, citing their belief that

PCPs are already resilient people at baseline. Instead, they ad-

vocated for time and opportunities to interact with col-

leagues and staff: “I really love my coworkers.…I wish I had

more time to spend with them.”

Advocating for Reforms Beyond the Institution

Participants thought that their institution, given its size and

clout, could play a leading role in advocating for broader

changes in the realm of primary care. Specific examples in-

cluded reducing onerous regulations governing documenta-

tion, and increasing reimbursements frompayers for primary

care services.

Discussion

We identified 6 qualitative themes in the experiences re-

ported by PCPs as contributing to burnout and low profes-

sional fulfillment. In general, PCPs expressed a sense of pro-

fessionaldissonance,ordiscomfortexperiencedwhileworking

in a system that seems to have values counter to theirs. Our

studyechoes the importanceof factors identified inother stud-

ies, such as workload, efficiency, control, and work-life

integration,18-20 but expands on prior work in several impor-

tant ways.

Box. Solutions to Burnout

1. Help PCPsmanage the workload.

(Factors addressed: quantity of work, content of the work,

feelings of demoralization and internal conflict)

• Hire additional support staff

• Off-load office tasks from PCPs

• Empower support staff and promote retention

• Examine PCPworkflows and address pain points, including the

flow of incoming requests via the EHR

2. Care for PCPs as multidimensional human beings

(Factors addressed: demoralization, feelings of being

undervalued or conflicted)

• Institute family-friendly policies (eg, flexible work schedules,

support childcare and eldercare)

• Promote employee safety in the workplace

3. Encourage off-duty PCPs to disconnect fromwork

(Factors addressed: quantity of work, feelings of

demoralization and internal conflict)

• Provide telephone coverage (eg, answering service) after hours,

on weekends, and during vacations and other absences

• Track “work-after-work” hours (eg, after-hours work on

the EHR)

4. Recalibrate expectations and reimbursement

(Factors addressed: responsibility-authority mismatch, feeling

of being undervalued)

• Compensate PCPs for work done apart from office visits

• Reevaluate targets: the number of clinical sessions, patients per

session, and/or relative value units that constitute a full-time

equivalent

• Explicitly define expectations of PCPs

5. Promote the PCPs’ voice

(Factors addressed: responsibility-authority mismatch)

• Open lines of PCP communication with leadership and specialty

departments

• Manage frontline PCPs with a bottom-up approach

6. Support professionalism

(Factors addressed: content of the work, feelings of

demoralization and internal conflict)

• Align the systemwith professional values

• Promote opportunities for learning and staying abreast of

medical literature

• Eliminate or redesign pay-for-performance initiatives

• Protect PCPs’ relationships and time with patients

7. Foster community

(Factor addressed: demoralization)

• Provide time, funds, and opportunities to get to know

colleagues

8. Advocate reforms beyond the institution

(Factors addressed: content of the work, demoralization,

feeling of being undervalued)

• Reduce documentation requirements

• Align EHRs with the needs of clinicians

• Increase reimbursements from payers for primary care work

Abbreviations: EHR, electronic health record; PCPs, primary care

practitioners.
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First, we focused exclusively on PCPs, a group of

medical professionals with a notably high prevalence of

burnout,7-9 and found that they emphasized some factors

that may be more specific to primary care, such as a

responsibility-authority mismatch. The boundaries of pri-

mary care, which is commonly viewed as the safety net of

the health care system, are becoming ever more blurred.

Even as the scope of PCPs’ responsibilities has increased,

their authority to accomplish the job has decreased. Further-

more, participants in our study thought that much of their

work went unseen21 and uncompensated and therefore was

undervalued.

Second, this study reinforced the importance of profes-

sionaldissonanceas akeyaspectofphysicianburnout and low

professional fulfillment.22-26 Each of the contributing factors

we identified, aswell asmany identified inother studies, such

as meaning in work,18 may be better understood within the

framework of professional dissonance, which helps explain

how those factors lead to burnout. Derived from the theory of

cognitive dissonance developed by social psychologists

Festinger27 andAronson,28professional dissonance is thepsy-

chological discomfort or stress that occurs when values em-

bracedby aprofessional group conflictwith the values intrin-

sic to the settings in which they work; more specifically, it

occurs when conflict arises between professional values and

the requirements of the job.29,30 The PCPs in our study de-

scribed many examples of an uncomfortable tension be-

tween honoring the professional values and traditions that

brought them to a career inmedicine vs responding to thede-

mandsof the current health care system.Although further re-

search is needed to understand how PCPs might consciously

or subconsciously relieve the stress induced by professional

dissonance, the presence of that dissonance may help ex-

plain why some physicians reduce their clinical hours or re-

tire early.31-34Optingout andexiting aposition earlier thanex-

pectedhasbeenfound inother fieldswhen levelsofdissonance

have become unbearable.35

Third, participants in our studyproposedmany solutions

to reduceburnout and improveprofessional fulfillment. Some

of these interventionshavebeendescribedpreviously,36-41but

PCPs emphasized solutions based on their particular rel-

evance to primary care; for example, promoting PCPs’ voice

and recalibrating expectations to address the responsibility-

authority mismatch. These solutions require leadership and

institutional support.AfterweconductedthePCPfocusgroups,

our division responded to this quality improvement initia-

tive by hiring additional registered nursing support and opti-

mizing workflows, initiating efforts to move away from

relative value unit–based to panel-based compensation, pro-

gramming time into schedules for work tasks other than di-

rect patient care, and increasing stipends for professional de-

velopment.Experienceatour institutionshowsthatcommitted

efforts to understand and address burnout can make a posi-

tive difference.42

Limitations

Thereare several limitations toour study.First, the resultsmay

not be generalizable to other specialties, institutions, or types

of practices. We purposely limited our analysis to PCPs in or-

der to elucidate the most important factors for this group of

medical professionals.Our study tookplacewithin a singleur-

ban academicmedical center, and the results should be inter-

preted in this context. Nonetheless, our focus groups in-

cluded PCPs from 10 different clinics, including urban and

suburban community-based practices, and we believe many

of the themes that emerged from our discussions will reso-

natewithcliniciansatother institutions.Second,ourstudywas

notdesignedtodetect sex-relateddifferences. It ispossible that

potential contributing factors and solutionsmaydiffer on the

basis of PCPs’ sex.43Third,we askedparticipants in our study

to limit their discussion of the EHR, which was previously

found tobeassociatedwithburnout andwasalreadybeingad-

dressed at our institution.19,44,45 This planned limitation en-

couraged a richer discussion of non–EHR-related contribut-

ing factors. Fourth, burnout and professional satisfaction,

although theymay overlap, are distinct issues, and the elimi-

nation of the former does not guarantee the achievement of

the latter.14-16 In analyzing PCPs’ perceptions, we did not dis-

tinguish themes by whether they applied to high burnout or

low professional satisfaction because there was substantial

overlap. However, it is likely that some themes are more

relevant to one vs the other.46Fifth, the findings of this quali-

tative study are hypothesis generating, and we are unable to

make causal claims.

Conclusions

In this qualitative study, frontline PCPs expressed a general

sense of professional dissonance because the realities of

their practice did not align with their professional values.

Factors that may be specific to PCPs include an authority-

responsibility mismatch and feeling undervalued. Partici-

pants identified many solutions in which institutions should

consider investing. To reduce high burnout rates in primary

care, thediverseperspectives of frontlinePCPs shouldbe elic-

ited, and PCPs should be actively engaged in the develop-

ment and implementation of solutions.
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